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7. John Locke: Property Rights (NATURAL RIGHTS)

There are some fundamental/natural rights 
that even democratically elected 
government can't take from you

State of Nature (before there is any 
government) already has The Law of Nature

We can't give up natural rights not can we 
take them from somebody else

life
liberty
property

Where did they come from?

these rights are not yours but God's rights

Free doesn't mean do whatever you want no harm to others

life
health
liberty
possessions

Rights are UNALIENABLE (which is 
different from true Libertarianism)

from one side rights are less fully yours
from other side they are more deeply yours

U.S. Declaration of Independence by 
Thomas Jefferson was drawn on this idea 
of John Locke!

How can we get property before 
government?

1. We own our labor
2. And whatever we mixed our labor with 
something which is unowned it become 
our property

IF there is enough and as good left for others!
This includes that we take land into 
property if we cultivated it

Case: American pharmaceutical company 
invested and researched drugs that 
Africans can't afford and African 
governments were purchasing generic 
pirated versions from Indian companies

Q: John Locke does not answer to the 
critics of Libertarianism - he just tries to 
legitimize the origin of the rights? Unaddressed issues remain

Free-riders
Luck's role in the Success
Monopolies

8. John Locke: Individual Rights and 
Majority Rule (CONSENT)

Theory of legitimate government

The stake of nature has a problem
If someone violate your rights you CAN to 
punish and even kill him And as result too many violence and unhappiness!

So we give our CONSENT to create government
to make the law

to do what majority decides to do What can majority decide? Majority can't violate UNALIENABLE rights

Government can't take the person's 
property without his consent

But what is a PROPERTY is defined by 
the government 

😀

So - the taxes CAN be taken

Consent is IMPLIED as you already live in the country collective consent of the MAJORITY

The laws should be GENERIC (for 
everybody) and created by the CONSENT

Under this condition, property and even 
life may be taken!

Critics from Libertarians
rights are unalienable and here they are taken partially
the majority can make a generic law that 
will reduce my rights (if I'm in the minority)

John Locke was an administrator in one of 
colony - so he was interested not only in 
developing legitimate government but to 
justify settlers's war against native 
Americans 

😀


